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Welcome

The organizing committee would like to welcome delegates to the 2004 joint
meeting of the Australasian Society for the Study of Animal Behaviour (ASSAB
and Australasian Evolution Society (AES). We wish you a stimulating, enjoyable
and productive conference.

The 2004  joint meeting of the Australasian Society for the Study of Animal
Behaviour and Australasian Evolution Society has been supported by:

Your local hosts are:

Greg Johnston (Convenor) Royal Zoological Society of South Australia

Sonia Kleindorfer Flinders University

Paul Dal Fabbro University of Adelaide

Clive Watts University of South Australia

Chris Daniels BIOCITY: Centre for Urban Habitats
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The 2004 Australasian Society for the Study of Animal Behaviour (ASSAB) and
the Australasian Evolution Society (AES) joint conference has been sponsored

by :
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General Information

The Conference will be held at Adelaide Zoo between 15th and 18th April.

Parking is available on the northern side of the River Torrens (War Memorial
Drive), or on Plane Tree Drive.  The zoo is an easy, short walk from North
Adelaide or the City.

Entrance to the zoo will be through the main public entrance on Frome Road.

The talks and posters will be presented in the Lyrebird Conference Centre.
Coffee, tea, juices, morning tea, lunch and afternoon teas will be supplied. We
have reserved Elm Plaza, adjacent the conference centre for use of delegates
during the conference.

Toilets are north of the Lyrebird Conference Centre. The women’s are close to
the Conference Centre and the men’s are at the opposite end of the aviary
containing Australian Bustards and Red-tailed Black Cockatoos.

Welcome Reception

The welcome reception will be at the Rotunda in the centre of Adelaide Zoo
between 6pm and 8pm on Thursday 15th April. Finger food and drinks (alcohol
and non-alcohol) will be supplied. Entrance to the zoo will not be possible after
8pm.

Registration

A registration and information table will be at the entrance to the zoo during the
welcome reception between 6pm and 8pm on Thursday 15th April. The
registration and information table will be at the Lyrebird Conference Centre from
8.30am on the 16th April, and from 9am for the remainder of the conference.

You will be given a nametag with the conference logo on it when you register.
The name tag will be necessary for entrance to the Zoo during the conference.
Do not lose it! Wear it!

Conference Dinner

The conference dinner will be held at Jolly’s Boathouse on the River Torrens. All
who have prepaid for the dinner should assemble at the Pop-eye ferry wharf on
the banks of the River opposite the Zoo entrance by 6.15pm. Canapes and
drinks will be served during a 40 minute ferry ride on the Torrens Lake. We will
be dropped-off at Jolly’s Boathouse for the dinner.
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After the dinner, delegates can make their own way home. The restaurant is a
short walk from the City and North Adelaide. Taxis may be ordered at the
restaurant.

ASSAB Annual General Meeting

The ASSAB AGM will be held in the Lyrebird Conference Centre between 5pm
and 6pm on Sunday 18th April. All members are encouraged to attend.

Social BBQ

The Adelaide Zoo Volunteers will be hosting a BBQ for delegates in Elm Plaza
after the ASSAB AGM on Sunday 18th April. Ample good food and non=alcoholic
drinks will be provided as part of your registration. Alcohol will be available for
sale.

Posters

Posters may be hung on the walls at the back of the Lyrebird Conference Venue.
Poster sessions will be held as part of the programme before afternoon tea on
Saturday and before lunch on Sunday. Authors of posters, please attend your
poster during these sessions.

Oral Presentations

Dr Carla Litchfield will be looking after audio-visual equipment for the conference.
Please provide your powerpoint files to Carla on the day before your talk. People
speaking on Friday should give their files to her during the welcome reception;
she will be stationed in the Lyrebird Conference Centre. If you have any special
requirements for your talk, please let Carla know what you need the day before
your talk.  MAC and Windows format Powerpoint projectors will be available for
all talks.

If you turn up 15 minutes before your talk expecting the seas to part for your
special needs, we may not be able to accommodate you!

Emergency Contacts during the Conference

If you need to be contacted urgently during the conference, messages may be
left on mobile phone 0413 434 335, or Fax: 8267 4289. Ensure faxes show
clearly that you are a conference delegate.

The mobile number will be off during all sessions, but will be checked for
messages during breaks.
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MAP OF ADELAIDE
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MAP OF ZOO
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Conference Programme

Thursday, 15th April

6-8pm   Registration & Welcome Reception – Lyrebird Conference
Centre, Adelaide Zoo

Friday, 16th April

8.30am Registration
9.00am Welcome/Housekeeping announcements
9.30am Plenary Speaker

Prof. Marlene Zuk
Sexual selections: what we can and
can’t learn about sex from animals

10.30am Break
11.00am Contributed Papers

Chair: Sonia Kleindorfer
Bravery, B.D. &
Goldizen, A.W.

An experimentally induced
compensatory enhancement of a multi-
component sexual display

Wynd, N. &
Goldizen, A.W.

Factors influencing breeding patterns
and reproductive success in the
threatened brush-tailed rock wallaby,
Petrogale penicillata

Van Wilgenburg, E.
Van Leishout, E. &
Elgar, M.A.

Context-dependent colony mate
discrimination in the meat ant
(Iridomyrmex purpureus): ritualized
displays versus lethal fighting

Gauy, P.,
Iwaniuk, A.N.,
& Mulder, R.A.

Relative brain size and mating system
in Anseriformes

Barry, K.
Holwell, G. &
Herberstein, M.E.

Sexual cannibalism in the praying
mantis: does the consumption of
similar-sized males afford females a
fecundity benefit?

Evans, J.P. &
Marshall, D.J.

The Benefits of polyandry in the sea
urchin Heliocidaris erythrogramma

García-González, F. &
Simmons, L. W.

Polyandrous females harvest intrinsic
sire effects for embryo viability in the
Australian field cricket Teleogryllus
oceanicus.
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12.45pm Lunch

1.45pm Contributed Papers
Chair: Clive Watts

Waller, S.J.,
Siebeck, U.E. &
Marshall, N.J.

Ontogenetic colour change in the
damselfish Pomacentrus amboinensis:
Does the ocellus function as
“intraspecific camouflage”?

Taylor, P.W.,
Uetz, G.W. &
Roberts, J.A.

Male courtship vigour: a cause or
consequence of female receptivity?

Peters, R.A. &
Evans, C.S.

Active space of the Jacky dragon visual
display: Response to the tail flick is
independent of orientation, but
sensitive to distance

Nicholls, J.A. Population genetic structure in the satin
bowerbird may be influenced by
variation in vocal dialects

Gaskett, A.C. &
Herberstein, M. E.

Pollinator responses to mimicry by
sexually deceptive orchids

Warner, D. &
Robbins, T.

Associations among the incubation
environment, hatchling phenotypes,
and post-hatching survival in the fence
lizard (Sceloporus undulatus)

3.15pm Coffee Break
3.45pm Contributed Papers

Chair: Richard Peters
Langkilde, T. The ecological consequences of

interspecific aggression in montane
skinks

Wall, M. Movement patterns and microhabitat
use of Burton’s legless lizard (Lialis
burtonis)

Minot, E. &
Low, M.

Natal and adult dispersal of hihi
(Notiomystis cincta)

Hazlitt, S.L.,
Eldridge, M.D.B. &
Goldizen, A.W.

Female philopatry and relatedness in a
brush-tailed rock-wallaby (Petrogale
penicillata) colony in southeast
Queensland

Kerr, G. D. &
Bull, C.M.

Extended locomotor activity at sub-
optimal body temperatures in a diurnal
heliothermic lizard (Tiliqua rugosa).
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Göth, A.,
Booth, D.T.,
& Evans, C.S.

Incubation temperature affects
offspring sex and post-hatch behaviour
of megapode birds

Da Silva, J. The Strange Case of the Recurrent
Laryngeal Nerve: Pleiotropy and
Developmental Constraints

5.30pm End of Sessions
7.00pm Conference Dinner
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Saturday, 17th April

9.15am Housekeeping announcements
9.30am Plenary Speaker

Prof. Mats Olsson
Sand lizards (Lacerta agilis):
Evolutionary biology of a model
species

10.30am Break
11.00am Contributed Papers

Chair: Phil Taylor
McLeish, M.  &
Chapman, T.

Speciation in Australian gall thrips.

Chapman, T. W.,
Perry, S. P., &
Geyer, K. L.

The evolution of gall size and its
impact on soldier behaviour in the
gall-inducing thrips of Australia

Prabhu, V. &
Borges, R. M.

Looking for ‘cryptic’ species:Male
response to female silk in ant-
mimicking jumping spiders in India

Holwell, G. I. &
Herberstein, M. E.

Reproductive isolation and genitalic
divergence in Ciulfina: a praying
mantid genus from coastal
Queensland.

Narendra, A. &
Cheng, K.

Navigational Strategies of the Central
Australian Desert Ant, Melophorus
bagoti

Holtze, S. &
Vorobyev, M.

Chromatic and achromatic vision in
zebra finch

Baird, E.,
Zhang, S.W. &
Srinivasan, M.V.

Properties of visually guided flight
speed control in the honeybee

12.45pm Lunch
1.45pm Contributed Papers

Chair: Paul Dal Fabbro
Nelson, X.J. &
Jackson, R. R.

Blood-lust of an East African jumping
spider, Evarcha culicivora

Zeil, J. &
Gilbert, C.

How to chase wary wasps: Visual
cues controlling target tracking in
satellite flies.

Vorobyev, M. &
Hempel de Ibarra, N.

The relation between flower displays
and visual capacities of bees.

Kerswell, K. J.
Hemsworth, P. H. &
Bennett, P. C.

The effect of morphology on signalling
during the early development of the
domestic dog (Canis familiaris)

Fredrickson, J.,
Marston, L.C., &
Bennett, P.C.

An investigation of attachment
behaviours in German Shepherd
Dogs, using the Strange Situation
Test.
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Browne, C.
Stafford K. &
Fordham, R.

Can dogs be used to detect New
Zealand reptiles for conservation
work?

3.15pm Coffee Break
& Poster Session

4.00pm Contributed Papers
Chair: Bob Kilgour

Marston, L.,
Bennett, P.C., &
Coleman, G.J.

Development of human-canine bonds
in adult shelter dogs.

Kilgour, RJ,
Fell, LR &
Nicholls, PJ

Allogrooming in cattle is affected by
treatment pre-weaning.

Longson, C.,
Joss, J.
& Westoby, M.

Baldwin and bufotoxins: cane toads as
a model system for phenotypic
plasticity and evolutionary constraints
on toxicity.

Lammers, J. An Individual Based Model of
Predator-Prey Dynamics:  The
Mediating Effects of Habitat Density
and Conspecific Interaction on the
Refuge Usage of Macrobrachium
australiense

Griffin, A.S. &
Galef, B.G.

Backwards conditioning and backward
learning in socially acquired predator
recognition

5.30pm End of Sessions
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Sunday, 18th April

9.15am Housekeeping announcements
9.30am Plenary Speaker

Assoc. Prof. David Paton
Using behaviour to inform restoration:
declining woodland birds in the Mt
Lofty Ranges

10.30am Break
11.00am BIOCITY: Urban Habitats Symposium

Chair: Chris Daniels
Jones, D. &
O'Leary, R.

Does supplementary feeding lead to
dependency in suburban Australian
magpies?

Crossfield, E.L. &
Paton, D.C.

Habitat preference of magpie-larks at
Adelaide airport

Lemon, M.,
Harcourt, R. G.
& Lynch, T. P.

The Effect of Powerboat Approaches
on the acoustic behaviour of
Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops
aduncus) in Jervis Bay, NSW,
Australia

Kobelt, A.J.,
Hemsworth, P.H.
& Barnett, J.L.

The behaviour of Labrador retrievers
in suburban backyards and the
relationships between behaviour and
the backyard environment

Ben-Ami, D. Habitat preferences and adaptability
of the swamp wallaby in an
urban fringe environment

12.15am Poster Session
12.45pm Lunch
1.30pm Plenary Speaker:

Prof. Michael Bull
Monogamy and stable social groups:
things reptiles are not supposed to do

2.30pm Break
3.00pm Contributed Papers

Chair: Greg Johnston
Bruce, M. J. &
Herberstein, M. E.

What do web decorations look like to
spider predators and prey?

Preston, K.L. &
Rotenberry, J.T.

When Breeding Early Is Costly:
Opposing Effects of Nest Predation
and Food Limitation on Timing of
Successful Reproduction in
Wren tits (Chamaea fasciata)

Kleindorfer, S. &
Dudaniec, R.

Identifying the distribution and fitness
costs of a recently introduced parasitic
fly in Darwin’s finches
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Robertson, J.,
Christensen, B. &
Kleindorfer, S.

Bioacoustics in Darwin’s Tree-finches:
interactions between bill morphology
and song characteristics.

Litchfield, C. Naked apes eating hairy apes – How
the bushmeat trade is forcing
primatologists to become conservation
crusaders.

Herberstein, M. E.,
De Moore, G.
& Morris, J.

Can behavioural ecology help to
understand psychogenic phenomena
in humans?

4.30pm End of Sessions & Closing Remarks
4.45pm Break
5.00pm ASSAB AGM
6.00pm Social BBQ in Elm Plaza
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List of Posters

Al-Haidary, A. Physiological Behavior of dehydrated camel (Camelus
dromdarius) under heat stress condition

Appleby, R. Can certain negative wildlife-human interactions be
successfully modeled as game theoretical contests?

Browne, C., Stafford, K., & Fordham, R. Training a dog to detect tuatara for
conservation.

Davis, J.M & Collier-Baker, E. Control and psychological well-being: an
investigation of the concept of choice in captive Apes

Ganeshina, O., Hutchinson, M. & Vorobyev, M. A comparative study of the
contractile cochlear frame in Australian geckos, and its
possible role in acoustic behaviour.

Geyer K. L. & Chapman T. W. Deadly Invaders: what can Acacia galling thrips
do?

Joyce, N.C. Benefits of group living in an allodapine bee Brevineura elongata

Koboroff, A., & Kaplan, G. Anti-predator responses to snakes by Australian
Magpies (Gymnorhina tibicen).

Robinson, K., Shaddick K. & Herberstein M. E. If sperm do not mix can they
still compete?

Smith, J. Evolution of social parasitism: implications from obligate and facultative
parasites
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ABSTRACTS

Spoken Papers
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Baird, E., Zhang, S.W., & Srinivasan, M.V.

Centre for Visual Sciences, Research School of Biological Sciences, ANU,
Canberra, ACT, 2601

Properties of visually guided flight speed control in the honeybee

Earlier studies have demonstrated that honeybees rely on visual cues to perform
a variety of navigational behaviours. Although flight speed control is a crucial
aspect of navigation in the honeybee, very little is known about the mechanisms
underlying this complex task. Previously, we found that flight speed in the
honeybee is regulated by holding constant the angular velocity of the visual
environment. Here, we extend this investigation of flight speed control by
examining responses to both transient and abrupt changes in optic flow. In
addition, we also explore the effect of changes in optic flow on flight speed
control during landing. Honeybees were trained to fly to a feeder placed at the
end of a tunnel, which had moveable random dot patterns on the walls. The flight
speed response to changes in image motion was investigated by moving the
patterns on the walls of the tunnel both with and against the direction of flight at
various speeds and under various conditions. The results reveal that the
mechanisms mediating flight speed control are sensitive to both transient
and abrupt changes in optic flow. In addition, honeybees were found to reduce
the angular velocity of the image of the environment to zero prior to landing on an
object. The findings of this study indicate that the mechanisms of flight speed
control in the honeybee are highly sensitive to changes in the speed of optic flow.
The results of this study also reveal an interesting, and hitherto unexplored
technique employed by honeybees when landing on objects.
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Barry, K., Holwell, G. & Herberstein, M. E.

Dept of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, NSW 2109 Australia

Sexual cannibalism in the praying mantis: does the consumption
of similar-sized males afford females a fecundity benefit?

Traditionally, courtship routines and mating rituals have been viewed as co-
operative endeavors, serving the common interests of both males and females.
However, a more recent view suggests mating systems rarely represent a totally
harmonious venture to produce offspring, but are instead the result of a
relationship in which each sex attempts to maximize its own reproductive fitness.
Sexual cannibalism, where females consume courting males, may represent the
ultimate conflict of interest between the sexes. Several hypotheses have been
proposed to explain the origin and maintenance of sexual cannibalism in various
insect and arachnid groups. The foraging opportunism hypothesis states that
sexual cannibalism may arise as an adaptive female foraging strategy, providing
females with the essential nutrients to increase future fecundity. Yet, very few
studies have found that increased feeding and nutrition through cannibalism
translates into increased female fecundity. One explanation for this may be that
the majority of investigations to date have concentrated on sexually dimorphic
spider species with tiny males that do not significantly increase female body
mass upon consumption. The current study focuses on the praying mantis,
Pseudomantis albofimbriata, a species that is characterised by sexes of similar
size. Cannibalistic females of such species may be more likely to gain nutritional
benefits from male consumption, which translate into increased future fecundity.
Here we present a brief summary of the current hypothesis explaining the
maintenance of sexual cannibalism, as well as aims, methods and preliminary
results of mating observations.
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Ben-Ami, D.

Biological Earth and Environment School, UNSW, Sydney, NSW

Habitat preferences and adaptability of the swamp wallaby in an
urban fringe environment

abstract: The urban and rural development around Muogamarra Nature Reserve
(MNR) has led to a number of human-induced disturbances such as habitat
loss, predation by exotic animals, road-kill, invasion of non-native
vegetation and more.  Whether because of habitat loss or other human induced
pressures local fauna records and surveys indicate that a number of medium
sized mammalian species were endemic to the area.  However, at present the
swamp wallaby is the only one to persist in substantial numbers.   Habitat
use and selection by the swamp wallaby were explored at both broad and fine
scales in relation to biotic variables, such as vegetation communities, and
topographic variables, such as slope and aspect, and urbanisation effects,
such as distance from urban areas.  Chi squared habitat selection analysis
and the most parsimonious models derived from the generalised linear
modelling of the relationship of habitat and environmental variables to
faecal pellet and location points (obtained by radio tracking) distribution
indicated that the swamp wallaby is a habitat generalist, able to take
advantage of modified environments.  Pellet accumulations increased in
proximity to urban areas. As opposed to localised vegetation structure and
topographic variation, dominant vegetation communities had strong positive
effect on the wallabies’ spatial dispersion. The wallabies utilised the
steep, undulating terrain to their advantage by taking shelter in gullies,
traversing steep terrain and feeding in proximity of the shallow sloped and
elevated urban areas.
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Bravery, B. D. & Goldizen, A. W.

School of Life Sciences, UQ, St Lucia, QLD, 4702

An experimentally induced compensatory enhancement of a multi-
component sexual display

Work on multiple sexual signals has been mostly theoretical and the empirical
evidence available focuses on receiver, not signaler, assessments of multiple
cues. The multiple messages hypothesis suggests that each signal provides
different information about a mate whereas the redundant signals hypothesis
proposes that multiple signals communicate the same information. Manipulating
sexual display and measuring changes in male display components provides a
test for these models. This is easily investigated in systems where the display is
largely behavioural. As part of their courtship behaviour male satin bowerbirds
(Ptilonorhynchus violaceus) construct a stick bower on the forest floor, which
they paint with saliva and masticated plant material, and decorate with a variety
of objects. We performed a decoration removal experiment and predicted that if
the satin bowerbird display comprises redundant signals, males would enhance a
nondecoration-related male quality indicator. If decorations are communicating
independent information to females (multiple messages hypothesis), we
predicted that males would increase the rate at which they collected decorations.
Our results show that after all decoration items were removed from a bower,
males increased the rate at which they added sticks to their bower walls, painted
sooner once reaching the bower and tended to collect a greater number of
decorations. These results provide evidence for the redundant signals hypothesis
and not for the multiple messages hypothesis. However, these results could be
influenced by the relative cost of display components, the stage of the breeding
season that this experiment was conducted and the use of highly decorated
bowers.
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Browne, C. 1,2, Stafford K.1 & Fordham, R. 2

1Institute of Veterinary, Animal and Biomedical Sciences, 2Ecology Group,
Institute of Natural Resources, Massey University.

Can dogs be used to detect New Zealand reptiles for conservation
work?

Finding endangered animals can be one of the most time-consuming parts of a
conservation program. Although trained dogs have been used in New Zealand
conservation for many years to help locate, track, and capture a range of
protected native species (predominantly birds), they could potentially be used to
assist with the conservation of many other species. The aims of this research are
to determine if dogs can detect native reptiles in an experimental situation; if they
can differentiate between different sources of scent from the same animal (i.e.
skin and scats); and if they can detect reptile scent that has been exposed in a
natural bush setting for an extended period of time. The study involves using
dogs belonging to members of local dog training clubs, and running a series of
trials testing their abilities to detect different reptile scents. Because the reptiles
studied are protected species, a range of materials from the animals is presented
to the dogs: paper towels the reptiles have been sitting on (containing gland
secretions), scats, and skins. Results indicate dogs can successfully detect New
Zealand reptiles. The potential benefits of this research to the field of
conservation could be significant. Many reptile species are rapidly diminishing,
and having a tool such as a dog to quickly establish their presence in an area
could substantially assist efforts to protect them.
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Bruce, M. J. & Herberstein, M. E.

Department of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, NSW 2109

What do web decorations look like to spider predators and prey?

Web decorations or stabilimenta are curious silk structures included in the webs
of many orb-web spiders (Araneidae, Tetragnathidae and Uloboridae). Many
functional explanations have been forwarded to explain the purpose of these
structures including prey attraction, protection against predators, advertisement
to non-prey or predator animals, thermoregulation and mechanical web support.
Recent studies have produced conflicting results, with some suggesting they
attract prey whilst others suggesting they provide protection to the spider.
Furthermore, little attention has been paid to the spectral properties of the silk
used to construct web decorations. Here we present data on the spectral
properties of web decoration silk from spiders in the genus Argiope (Araneidae)
and family Uloboridae. Our data suggest that web decorations are non-cryptic
against a common green background to both potential insect prey and predators.
Furthermore, our results suggest that decoration silk reflectance is similar in
Argiope species. We propose that the differences in results obtained from the
various studies on web decorations are a not related to the reflectance properties
of the silk but are more likely to be due to differences in other factors such as
habitat specific prey and predator assemblages.
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Bull, Michael

School of Biological Sciences, Flinders University of South Australia
GPO Box 2100, Adelaide, South Australia 5001

Monogamy and stable social groups: things reptiles are not supposed
to do.

While mammals, birds, fish and insects commonly form cooperative and stable
social associations, this behaviour is rarely reported in reptiles. One explanation
is that it is more difficult to make behavioural observations on reptiles, but the
incidence still seems to be low, taking this into account. In this talk I will explore
some cases from Australian skinks where stable social associations are
apparent. These include long-term monogamous partnerships in the sleepy lizard
(Tiliqua rugosa), and a number of cases of stable family groups in species of the
genus Egernia. In each case benefits such as enhanced vigilance against
predators can be demonstrated. A major research question is why so few other
reptile species evolve this behaviour with its potential advantages. I will explain a
hypothesis that the increased parasite load resulting from social association
becomes a cost that reduces the advantage of social aggregations in reptiles. I
will show some of the parasites involved, some preliminary data supporting the
hypothesis, and the way ahead for research in this area.
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Chapman, T. W., Perry, S. P., & Geyer, K. L.

School of Biological Sciences, Flinders University, G.P.O. Box 2100, Adelaide,
SA, 5001

The evolution of gall size and its impact on soldier behaviour in the
gall-inducing thrips of Australia

Seven described species of Australian phleaothripine gall inducing
thrips on Acacia have two morphs.  One morph, referred to as a soldier, has
greatly enlarged fore femora, which have been shown to be an adaptation for
gall defence. The reproductive output of soldiers between species spans the
range seen in many other social taxa, from equivalent to that of the primary
reproductive, to only a few parthenogenetically produced male offspring. How
did this diversity evolve? A phylogenetic analysis reveals two interesting
correlations. First, there is a negative correlation between the size of
gall produced and the reproductive division of labour.  This correlation
suggests that the evolution of smaller galls limited the available space and
feeding sites for the offspring of female soldiers. Key to this reproductive
sacrifice are the high levels of inbreeding by single mated foundresses and
incestuous mating by her soldier offspring making the relatedness of a
female soldier to her daughters and sisters approximately equal. Evidence
that relatedness plays an important role is strengthened by the observation
of outbred multiply mated foundresses in Oncothrips waterhousei, and the
inference that both gall volume and increased soldier reproduction decreased
along this lineage.  Second, there is a correlation between reduced
reproductive output by soldiers and their effectiveness as defensive
specialists.  A lowering of direct soldier reproduction appears to be
compensated by the increased survival of relatives from greater efficacy in
colony defence. This relationship could arise if individual soldier
developmental resources are redirected from reproduction into defensive
morphology, physiology or vigilance.
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Crossfield, E.L. & Paton, D.C.

School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, The University of Adelaide, SA
5005

Habitat preference of magpie-larks at Adelaide airport

The Magpie-lark (Grallina cyanoleuca) is ranked as the number three pest bird
species at Adelaide airport, accounting for 12% of total bird strike incidents over
the past ten years. Their preference for short (5 cm) or long (20 cm) grass was
investigated by experimental mowing trials in a random-block design. Magpie-
larks were found to strongly prefer short grass, using it 100% of the time within
the experimental plots. Ground-dwelling invertebrates were monitored in the two
habitat types (long and short grass) and no difference was found in either
community composition or abundance. The preference shown by magpie-larks
for short grass was not due to prey availability being higher in the short grass
than in the long grass. Avoidance of long grass by magpie-larks may be due to
impeded foraging, restricted predator surveillance and/or reduced visual contact
between individuals. The preference for magpie-larks to forage in short grass can
be used as a management tool for controlling their numbers at Adelaide airport.
Maximising the area of long grass (20 cm) on general areas of the airport will
reduce the attractiveness of the airport to magpie-larks.
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Da Silva, J.

School of Molecular & Biomedical Science  University of Adelaide
Adelaide, SA 5005

The Strange Case of the Recurrent Laryngeal Nerve: Pleiotropy and
Developmental Constraints

The left recurrent laryngeal nerve (LRLN) in mammals originates near the base
of the cranium, travels into the thorax, where it loops around the ductus
arteriosus (near the heart), and then travels back up the neck to innervate the
larynx. This anomalous path has been explained in terms of the homology of
these structures with those in fish: that it is either due to conserved homology or
historical constraints. I argue that neither of these explanations is satisfactory.
Rather, the anomalous path of the LRLN appears to be the result of
developmental constraint. I propose that the basis for this constraint is the
antagonistically pleiotropic effects of hox genes on the development of modular
structures such as pharyngeal arches. I identify several predictions from the
developmental constraint hypothesis and discuss the available evidence bearing
on these. The nature of the anomalous path of the LRLN is consistent with it
being a product of developmental constraint. The seemingly pleiotropic effects of
hox genes on development are implicated in the developmental constraint of this
and other anomalies of animal form.
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Evans, J.P. & Marshall, D.J.

School of Biological, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of New South
Wales, Sydney, NSW, 2052

The Benefits of polyandry in the sea urchin Heliocidaris
erythrogramma

Numerous studies have reported that females engage in polyandry to minimize
the probability of fertilization by genetically incompatible sperm. Few, however,
have directly attributed variation in female reproductive success to the fertilizing
capacity of sperm. In this study we report on two experiments that investigated
the consequences of polyandry for fertilization success in the free-spawning
Australian sea urchin Heliocidaris erythrogramma. In the first experiment we
used a paired (split clutch) experimental design and compared fertilization rates
within female egg clutches under polyandry (eggs exposed to the sperm from two
males simultaneously) and monogamy (eggs from the same female exposed to
sperm from each of the same two males separately). By maintaining identical
sperm concentrations in each treatment we were able to examine the sole effect
of the number of males (rather than the number of sperm) on fertilization rates.
Our analysis revealed a strong fertilization benefit of polyandry, but also a
significant male x female interaction on fertilization success. To further explore
this interaction we performed a second factorial experiment in which we crossed
four males with two females (in all 8 combinations). In addition to confirming that
fertilization success is influenced by the interaction between males and females,
this latter experiment revealed that both sexes contributed significant variance to
the observed patterns of fertilization. Taken together, these findings add to an
emerging pattern that polyandry, resulting in mutual gamete choice, allows both
sexes to exploit mechanisms that reduce the cost of fertilization by incompatible
gametes.
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An investigation of attachment behaviours in German Shepherd
Dogs, using the Strange Situation Test.

Numerous studies have focused on exploring the nature of the emotional
attachment many people feel toward their companion animals. Fewer have
attempted to understand the nature of the affectional bond that many companion
animals appear to display  toward their human caregiver. Amongst these, a
reliance on verbal reports by owners may mean that animal behaviours and
owner perceptions are hopelessly confounded. A group of researchers in
Hungary and, more recently, a group in Italy, have conducted studies designed to
objectively measure attachment behaviour in companion dogs.  These studies
used a modified version of the Strange Situation Test (SST), a protocol originally
developed to measure human infant attachment behaviour. Whilst these studies
provide valuable information about the bond that dogs display toward  their
caretaker, they have been limited by a reliance on small and heterogeneous
canine samples, or by the use of specialised canines, such as those involved in
search and rescue work. In this study, the SST protocol was used to assess
affectional bonds in a sample of 79 community-dwelling, German Shepherd
Dogs, all adult, well socialised and obedience trained. Each dog-owner dyad was
placed in an unfamiliar room, introduced to a stranger and subjected to a series
of separations  and reunions. Despite the absence of some traditional markers of
attachment, the results provided strong evidence that the bond formed between a
dog and its owner is reciprocal, and that the attachment of the dog can be
measured in a scientifically valid manner.
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Polyandrous females harvest intrinsic sire effects for embryo viability
in the Australian field cricket Teleogryllus oceanicus.

Females typically mate with more than one male despite the costs
incurred, thus questioning Bateman’s principle and posing an evolutionary
conundrum. A series of genetic benefits have been proposed to account for
the evolution of polyandry, including the acquisition of viability genes for
offspring. The “intrinsic male quality” hypothesis suggests that polyandry
increases the probability that females produce offspring sired by males that
bestow high viability on their offspring. Heritable variation in viability
is the basic requirement for the occurrence of this genetic benefit. By
using a half-sib breeding design with a species of cricket in which
polyandry increases hatching success, we present the first clear
experimental evidence that intrinsic male quality is responsible for embryo
viability. Despite recent support for the evolution of polyandry based on
compatibility of genotypes between males and females, we show that hatching
success is not determined by an interaction between paternal and maternal
genotypes but rather sons inherit paternal genes that determine the
viability of eggs laid by their mates. Moreover, our data implicate
beneficial influences of male accessory gland products on embryo viability.
Additive genetic contributions to embryo viability may be an important
factor underlying the frequently observed benefits of polyandrous behaviour.
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Pollinator responses to mimicry by sexually deceptive orchids

Sexually deceptive orchids mimic insect signals to attract pollinators without
providing a reward. Orchid flowers may incorporate chemical, visual and
structural attractants. Insects that respond by attempting to mate (or
pseudocopulate) with an orchid flower inadvertently collect and distribute the
orchid’s pollinia. Deceived insects may incur costs, e.g. time and energy wasted
when travelling to and interacting with orchids, and loss of sperm during
pseudocopulation. Such costs may encourage the evolution of behavioural
strategies that allow insects to avoid deceptive orchids. Pollinators are initially
attracted by orchid scents identical to female insect sex pheromones. Short-
range attraction is generally thought to involve visual cues such as colour and
shape, and structural or tactile features that resemble female insect bodies.
Investigation of the relative importance of chemical, visual, and structural cues
and the interaction between, long- and short-range cues should be rewarding.
The Australian sexually deceptive orchid genus Cryptostylis provides an
excellent study subject because despite differences in colour and shape, all five
species in this genus attract the same pollinator – males of the ichneumonid
wasp Lissopimpla excelsa. Here I introduce this intriguing system, and present
some  initial observations of sperm loss during pseudocopulation, and field
data indicating an interaction between pollinator learning and the
dimensions of orchid patches.
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Incubation temperature affects offspring sex and post-hatch
behaviour of megapode birds

Megapodes are the only birds that rely upon external heat sources for incubation.
In Australian brush-turkeys Alectura lathami, males build large mounds of organic
material, in which several females then bury their eggs. Incubation heat is
produced by microbial decomposition of the organic material and can range from
30-38ºC, averaging 34ºC. We incubated freshly-laid eggs at 31ºC, 34ºC and
36ºC and found that, while the ratio of males to females at 34ºC was almost 1:1,
there was a significant difference in sex ratio between 31ºC and 36ºC: more
females hatched at the higher temperature and more males at the lower one.
Chicks from the hot and cold temperatures were of similar size, but they differed
considerably in weight. ‘Cold’ chicks were significantly lighter, most likely
because they had used up all their yolk reserve during the much longer
incubation period. Behavioural observations revealed that heavier hatchlings dug
themselves out of their underground nest more rapidly. In nature, they would
hence disperse with a larger remaining yolk reserve. Incubation temperature is
thus likely to have an effect on survival. Results also raise the intriguing
possibility that adults could actively manipulate sex ratios through the choice (by
females) and maintenance (by males) of incubation sites. We anticipate that the
effects of incubation temperature will prove to be critical for understanding the
behavioural ecology of megapodes.
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Backwards conditioning in Backward learning in socially acquired
predator recognition

In Pavlovian conditioning, animals acquire a response to a previously neutral
stimulus (conditioned stimulus, CS), such as a light, if it predicts a biologically
important event (unconditioned stimulus, US), such as delivery of food. Learning
typically occurs when the CS precedes the US (forward conditioning), and not
when the CS follows the US (backward conditioning). In social learning about
predators, the predator stimulus is considered to be the CS to which observers
acquire avoidance responses after the stimulus has been presented in contiguity
with an alarmed demonstrator, the US. We tested the prediction that social
learning of response to a predator would occur despite backward associations
between appearance of a stimulus and social alarm cues. Carib grackles
(Quiscalus lugubris) responded to a familiar predator presented at close range by
suppressing alarm calls. Presentation of an unfamiliar avian model (black and
yellow pigeon) also decreased calling, and this inhibition of calling was enhanced
following a training session in which the model stimulus was presented in
association with grackle alarm calls. Acquired inhibition of calling was
independent of the order of presentation of the model and an alarm chorus. This
is the first demonstration that social acquisition of predator avoidance is not
dependent upon a forward relationship between predators and social alarm cues.
Evolution may have modified some properties of Pavlovian conditioning to
accommodate social learning about potentially dangerous stimuli.
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Relative brain size and mating system in Anseriformes

Relative brain size has been widely studied in relation to learning and innovation
rates and is known to correlate with polygyny in primates, but no study has yet
examined correlations between relative brain size and mating systems in birds.
Sexual dimorphism in both external anatomy and behaviour has also been widely
studied in relation to mating system, but again underlying neuroanatomical
differences have been overlooked.  Females in polygynous species need
increased brain capacity to compare and rank potential males.  Therefore, we
predicted that relative brain size should increase with level of polygyny at
different rates in both sexes in birds, leading to an increase in female biased
sexual relative brain size dimorphism in species with highly polygynous mating
systems and differing sex roles. Using measurements of endocranial volume for
26 species of waterfowl, we show that there is no overall sexual relative brain
size dimorphism in Anseriformes and that relative brain size increase with
polygyny at similar rates in both sexes.  This suggests that the cognitive aspects
of male-male competition are likely equal in importance to those of female mate
choice in Anseriformes.
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Female philopatry and relatedness in a brush-tailed rock-wallaby
(Petrogale penicillata) colony in southeast Queensland

Patterns of relatedness and dispersal in a brush-tailed rock-wallaby colony were
investigated using molecular techniques. The brush-tailed rock-wallaby, a
medium-sized macropod dependent on rocky habitats, was once abundant and
widespread across the rocky terrain of southeastern Australia, but extensive land
clearing and introduced predators have contributed to a drastic population
decline. As the distribution of the brush-tailed rock-wallaby population becomes
further fragmented, information on the movement of individuals within and
between colonies becomes increasingly important for population management
and conservation. We examined pairwise relatedness among all individuals
within a single colony using microsatellite markers, and tested the hypothesis
that dispersal is male-biased in this species. No spatial pattern of relatedness
was detected for males within the colony. However, females exhibited a strong
negative correlation between relatedness values and geographical distances
derived from trapping locations. Our results suggest that the colony is comprised
of clusters of related females, with sons dispersing among clusters and
daughters exhibiting a high degree of natal philopatry. We could not detect
any significant difference in immigration probabilities for adult males and
females in the colony. These results have strong implications for the social
structure of brush-tailed rock-wallaby colonies, and for the population
management and conservation of this species.
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Can behavioural ecology help to understand psychogenic
phenomena in humans?

Animal communication via signals is one of the key areas of research in
Behavioural Ecology. Signalling is analysed by comparing different
communication systems and using economic models that consider costs and
benefits of the signal. ‘Dishonest’ communication, or signal deception, where the
receiver or the signaller does not benefit from responding to a signal is also
common and provides interesting comparisons to systems of ‘honest’
communication. In a somewhat analogous system, neurologists and psychiatrists
are often confronted with human patients that display neurological symptoms,
such as gait disorders, yet there is little evidence of a neurological or major
psychiatric disease present. These psychogenic disorders account for a sizeable
proportion of referrals to Neurology clinics, yet the field lacks approaches of how
to deal with these phenomena. Here we propose that the terminology,
assumptions and analyses of deceptive signals in behavioural ecology could
provide a starting point in developing theoretical and perhaps even practical
approaches for psychogenic phenomena.
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Chromatic and achromatic vision in zebra finch

In many animals, vision has both chromatic and achromatic aspects. Chromatic
vision is sensitive to the spectral composition of a light stimulus but insensitive to
absolute changes in light intensity. Achromatic vision is sensitive to changes in
light intensities, but less sensitive to the spectral distribution of light stimuli. We
hypothesized that in birds, pattern-recognition tasks are mediated by achromatic
vision, while chromatic cues are mainly used to distinguish objects. Typically,
birds possess four single cone types and one type of double cone. We assumed
that chromatic vision in birds is mediated by single cones, while achromatic
vision is mediated by double cones alone. Adult zebra finches (Taeniopygia
guttata castanotis) were trained to distinguish between different food containers.
One set of experiments was conducted with uniformly coloured containers; in
the other set of experiments, birds were trained to patterns (stripes vs.
checkerboard), composed of two different colours. The same two sets of colours
were used in all experiments: one set differing only in brightness and one
differing only in chromatic properties. In the experiments with uniformly coloured
containers, birds learned to distinguish between the containers differing in
chromatic cues faster than between the ones differing in achromatic cues. In
training to patterns, birds learned to distinguish between patterns with achromatic
contrast faster than between patterns with chromatic contrast. These results
suggest that achromatic vision is used mainly for high-resolution vision (pattern
recognition), while chromatic cues are used for distinguishing objects.
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Reproductive isolation and genitalic divergence in Ciulfina: a praying
mantid genus from coastal Queensland.

Populations of animals can be reproductively isolated from one another at a
variety of levels: from precopulatory species recognition through to hybrid
dysfunction.  Differences in mate location and recognition, and in genitalic
structure and the mechanics of copulation are often found to sufficiently isolate
closely related species/populations from one another.  Mantids in the genus
Ciulfina are small trunk-dwelling predators found in high densities in a variety of
forest types throughout coastal Queensland.  Males locate females visually,
which is unusual for male Mantodea that are generally assumed to locate
females through airborne pheromones.  This is related functionally to the lack of
sexual dimorphism in Ciulfina’s antennae (chemoreception) and wings (dispersal
ability), and ecologically to their high population densities.  Prior to copulation
attempts, males were shown to be unable to differentiate between females from
their own population and those from populations that have been shown to be
genetically different.  Once copulation was attempted, however, the copulation
duration and the ability of males to effectively copulate and deposit a
spermatophore were found to differ from intrapopulation matings. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of copulation was related to male genitalic structure, the
specific combination of populations in each cross and the level of
allopatry/sympatry of these populations.  These results have implications for our
understanding of reproductive isolation and the evolution of animal genitalia.
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Does supplementary feeding lead to dependency in suburban
Australian magpies?

The practice of feeding wildlife in suburban house yards is a common practice
throughout the Western world. In the Northern Hemiphere, wildlife feeding,
especially of birds, is actively promoted by agencies and leading conservation
groups. In contrast, Australian agencies are generally opposed to the practice.
Although a wide range of postive and negative impacts of feeding are mentioned
by both sides of the debate, very little in known in detail. Possibly the most
commonly cited concern is that of dependency: birds provided with a regular and
predictable supplementary food source may be effected in varying ways,
including a loss of natural foraging skills, the feeding of inappropriate food to
nestlings, and even starvation should the source become unavailable. To
investigate this issue, we observed the foraging ecology and chick provisioning
behaviour of suburban Australian magpies in Brisbane. Two groups were
compared: pairs with access to supplementary foods ('fed'), and pairs without
such food ('unfed'). As in other supplementary feeding experiments, fed birds
started breeding much earlier than unfeds although here they did not produce
more offspring. Although supplementary foods were always available to fed birds,
more than half of the food provisioned to chicks was natural, even when the
chicks were large. We found no evidence that magpie were dependant or even
reliant on human-provided foods.
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Extended locomotor activity at sub-optimal body temperatures in a
diurnal heliothermic lizard (Tiliqua rugosa).

Behavioural responses of the sleepy lizard (Tiliqua rugosa) to extended drought
in the spring of 2002 were determined using an ‘onboard’ data logger. We
recorded lizard stride frequency and body temperature continuously for 4
months. Observations of radio-tagged lizard behaviour and microhabitat use for
the springs of 2000 – 2002 showed that the lizards in 2002 suffered decreased
body mass and increased mortality, were less active, showed reduced mating
behaviour and increased burrow use. The lizards lost significant mass due to
dehydration and starvation. In 2002 the normally diurnal heliothermic sleepy
lizards responded to rare rainfall events, day or night, by emerging from burrows
or other shelters for extended periods of activity with sub-optimal body
temperatures as low as 8.5 oC. They moved more often and with higher stride
frequencies during periods of rain than during dry both overnight and during the
day. As a consequence of this extended activity under physiological stress the
lizards were able to respond to naturally occurring transient opportunities for food
and water not always available if they were only active at optimal body
temperatures. The lizards were able to gain both water and perhaps nutrition by
consuming the temporarily rehydrated thalli of the free living terrestrial
cyanobacterium Nostoc commune. They regained much of the mass lost prior to
the rainfall probably enabling many to survive until more normal food sources
became available. These rare events may produce significant impetus in the
shaping of the sleepy lizards phenotypic capacities outside routine
day to day activities.
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The Effect of Morphology on Signalling During the Early Development
of the Domestic Dog (Canis familiaris)

The morphology of a species constrains its signal repertoire by limiting the
structures for transmission and reception of signals. During early development
these signals are either learnt, or if innate, are practised and perfected. However,
little study has examined the effect on signalling when there is a shift in
morphology from the ancestral morphotype to a morphotype that has lost some
of the signalling structures, as has occurred in the domestic dog through artificial
selection. It is possible that the ancestral signalling repertoire remains even
though the ability to send the associated signals may be lost. We used the
domestic dog (Canis familiaris) to investigate the phenomenon described above
and to investigate the possible adaptions to accommodate the morphological
change. We observed the behaviour of 32 domestic dog litters (comprising 32
breeds) for a half hour period once a week from the age of 3 weeks to 8 weeks.
The breeds differed in coat type (length and carriage), ear carriage, tail
length (from full tail to docked short), overall size (toy to giant),  snout length
(brachycephalic to extended) and extent of eye coverage. There is an absence of
literature concerning the relative importance of the different signalling structures
in the wolf, therefore a morphology score" was created that measured the degree
to which the breed was able to stand out from the background (since the dog in
not confined to a single universal background the score took the body of the dog
as the background). The score showed the degree that the individual matched its
background (the lower the score the more the dog was able to alter its silhouette
with its signalling structures). The frequency of pawing, biting, licking, gross body
movements and vocalisation were compared to the morphology score.
Preliminary analysis suggests that as the dog loses signalling structures, the
frequency of vocalisations increase, the other behaviours (biting, licking and
pawing) failed to show a significant trend with morphological score.
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Allogrooming in cattle is affected by treatment pre-weaning.

Allogrooming has been reported in several mammalian species, including cattle,
and there is evidence in this species that allogrooming serves a social function.
This evidence is that many allogrooming occurrences are solicited, that
allogrooming results in a decrease in heart rate and that grooming bouts are
more likely to occur between familiar  rather than unfamiliar animals. This last
piece of evidence begs the question: How familiar is familiar? To attempt to
answer this question, 209 12-month-old cattle were subjected to three weaning
treatments prior to their entry into a feedlot.  The 209 cattle came from two
sources, the research institute (RI) and a commercial property (CP).  Within
these two sources, the cattle were all familiar with each other, having been
reared together from birth until weaning.  The three weaning treatments were
paddock weaning (n=54), yard weaning (n=51) and yard weaning plus yard
training (n=104).  Cattle from the two sources were allocated equally to the
treatment groups.  The animals were observed during their first three weeks in
the feedlot from a stationary tower located in the centre of the feedlot pen.  All
observed allogrooming interactions were recorded, along with the identity of the
two animals involved.  The RI cattle were significantly more likely to groom other
RI cattle and the CP cattle significantly more likely to groom other CP cattle.  The
RI cattle participated in significantly more allogrooming bouts than the CP cattle.
The paddock weaned cattle participated in significantly more allogrooming bouts
than animals from the other two treatments.
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Identifying the distribution and fitness costs of a recently introduced
parasitic fly in Darwin’s finches

In 1997, a recently introduced parasitic fly, Philornis downsi, was discovered on
the Galapagos Islands (Fessl et al. 2001). The parasite, a blood sucking larval
fly, is associated with high mortality in Darwin finch nestlings, yet virtually nothing
is known about its current distribution, mode of infestation or fitness impacts. In
this study, I present data on: i) the current distribution of the fly across the
archipelago and efforts to sample its distribution, ii) the variation in fly larvae per
finch nest within and across islands, and iii) results of an experimental
manipulation to reduce fly infestation and measure parameters of nestling fitness
(size, weight, survival).
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The behaviour of Labrador Retrievers in suburban backyards and the
relationships between behaviour and the backyard environment

Most pet dogs in Australia are confined to their owners' property in a suburban
backyard.  Despite the literature on the effect of captive environments on both
farm and zoo animals, there is little information on the effects of confining pet
dogs.  The prevalence of behavioural problem in pet dogs may be an indication
that dogs are not well adapted to some backyard environments.  The aim of the
research in this study was to examine the effect of being confined in backyards
on dog behaviour. The main part of this study involved an observational study
carried out on 55 Labrador Retrievers in various backyard settings.  The
behaviour of the dogs was recorded for 48 hours and the social and physical
environment of the dogs quantified. Time budgets of dog behaviour were
developed and relationships between behaviour and environmental factors
examined.  Factors related to dog activity included the amount of foliage in the
yard, the number of transitions the dog made between locations and whether the
dog was kept inside at night but also had a kennel provided in the yard.  Factors
related to problem behaviours, such as digging and chewing, included whether
the dog was gold coloured and had no formal training, the dog being more active
and the dog performing a high number of transitions between locations in the
backyard. It is suggested that it is the type of relationship with the owner that
affects dog behaviour rather than factors such as size of the yard, having another
dog present or time spent with the dog.
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An Individual Based Model of Predator-Prey Dynamics:  The
Mediating Effects of Habitat Density and Conspecific Interaction on
the Refuge Usage of Macrobrachium australiense

Individual-based models differ from traditional state-variable models as they
simulate all the individuals of a biological population discretely.  Because of this
they are better able to account for: (1) complex decision making by individuals,
(2) localised interactions in space, and (3) variation between individuals in a
population. The main aim of this project was to construct an individual-based
model which links the behaviour and ecology of a hierarchical refuging
crustacean prey species with that of its fish predators.  The effects of refuge
quality and availability, prey preference, conspecific interaction, and predatory
threat form a web of complex behavioural interactions.  These interactions
ultimately determine a prey individual’s location and consequently its
vulnerability. The model is based on the results of a series of small-scale
behavioural experiments.  These were used to elucidate the refuging dynamics of
prey individuals.  The key behaviours were quantified and utilised to form the
backbone of the simulation.  Macrobrachium individuals preferentially inhabit high
density vegetation patches.  Individuals occupying low-density patches are likely
to be more detectable and thus more susceptible to predation.  In regions where
these habitats are limited the dominance hierarchy plays a large part in
determining the population distribution. Dominant individuals inhabit high-density
refugia and actively defend them from subordinates.  This defence is inversely
proportional to the size of the subordinate, so that the larger the subordinate the
more active the dominant in defence.  The cumulative effect of these factors
ultimately determines the vulnerability of each individual to predation. These
effects all have consequences for the final distribution and composition of the
population.  The model allows the determination of the importance of each
component as the distribution and demographics of the population change.
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The ecological consequences of interspecific aggression in montane
skinks

Intense aggressive interactions between sympatric reptile species have the
potential to significantly affect patterns of habitat use by some or all of those
taxa.  If so, such interactions may be the key to understanding interspecific
divergences or similarities in resource use.  I studied five species of scincid
lizards (genera Eulamprus and Egernia) that are widely sympatric in high-
elevation areas in southeastern Australia. Field studies revealed significant
interspecific overlap in the attributes of retreat-sites used, but I never found two
species together under the same cover-item.  Laboratory trials revealed intense
conflict for thermally optimal retreat-sites, with larger species displacing smaller
ones. Remarkably, however, the outcome of such contests was determined by
species not body size: small individuals (neonates) of a large species could
displace much larger (adult) individuals of a species with smaller mean body
size.  This puzzling result may be due to sociality and parental protection in these
viviparous reptiles.
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The Effect of Powerboat Approaches on the Acoustic Behaviour of
Bottlenose Dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) in Jervis Bay, NSW,
Australia

Vessels are potentially the greatest source of anthropogenic disturbance to
coastal dolphins. Reactions appear highly variable, ranging from attraction to
long-term displacement from important home ranges. To date, most work
investigating disturbance has concentrated on surface behaviour. Only recently
has research begun to assess the effect of vessels on the acoustic behaviour of
dolphins. In Jervis Bay on the southeast coast of NSW, a population of inshore
bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops aduncus) are frequently exposed to recreational
boats, commercial ecotourism vessels and military operations. Concerns have
been raised as to the possible effect of these anthropogenic disturbances. This
project aimed to assess changes in the acoustic behaviour of dolphins exposed
to experimental powerboat approaches.  Between November 2001 and
November 2003, dolphins were continuously monitored from an independent
platform before, during and after experimental approaches (n=12) by a
‘recreational’ vessel. Dolphin phonations were additionally measured during
control periods in which no boats were present (n=12). Results will provide the
first objective evidence on the possible effects of recreational boats on the
behaviour of dolphins in Australia. Monitoring acoustic behaviour offers new
insights into possible impacts of short-term anthropogenic interactions on inshore
cetaceans.
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Naked apes eating hairy Apes – How the bushmeat trade is forcing
primatologists to become conservation crusaders.

The commercial consumption of wildlife is a crisis of global proportions with huge
implications. Humans are eating gorillas, chimpanzees and bonobos to
extinction. This trade is also having devastating effects on human health, with the
emergence of HIV-1, HIV-2, simian foamy virus and Ebola linked to consumption
of bushmeat. The illegal export of bushmeat from Africa to the UK, Europe and
USA carries risks of foot-and-mouth disease, anthrax and salmonella infections.
Hundreds of orphaned ape infants are “by-products” of the bushmeat trade, and
sanctuaries in Africa are struggling to take care of them. Primatologists are
increasingly being called upon to serve as global crusaders for conservation of
African apes. Primatologists are also facing ethical challenges to their field
projects, as they begin to acknowledge the potential threats that habituation or
elimination of fear of humans poses to wild populations of apes.
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Baldwin and bufotoxins: cane toads as a model system for
phenotypic plasticity and evolutionary constraints on toxicity.

Cane toads (Bufo marinus) are a toxic species which are highly
invasive in Australia. Due to their rapid spread into new environments
cane toads are being exposed to novel selective regimes. My PhD
project will use cane toads as a model system to examine the
evolutionary significance of phenotypic plasticity, and the evolution
of optimal toxicity. I will test the hypothesis that corticosterone
hormone levels produce changes in growth and morphology by raising
toads at different densities in the laboratory. I am also developing a
model of costs and benefits in animals with toxic defences; this will
be tested by the experimental manipulation of toad poison production
during growth.
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Development of human-canine bonds in adult shelter dogs.

Recent research has utilised the Strange Situation Test (SST) to evaluate the
degree of attachment to an owner/handler and reaction to separation
demonstrated by domestic dogs. This technique has been utilised for several
decades to provide insight into the nature of human mother-infant relationships.
The procedure involves a standardised protocol of reunions with and separations
from a familiar human and a stranger. Using five experimental groups this study
investigated factors that determine the initial development of a relationship
between re-homed adult dogs and their adoptive owners. The experimenter
spent 15 minutes per day on three consecutive days interacting with each dog,
randomly drawn from a sample of 75 adult  dogs awaiting re-homing from a local
shelter. The experimental groups consisted of a  habituation group, a positive
reinforcement obedience group, a non-contingent reinforcement group, a positive
physical interaction group and a control group that was not handled by the
experimenter. On the fourth day the dogs were videotaped individually as they
underwent the SST. Their behaviour towards the familiar experimenter and an
unfamiliar assistant was quantified and comparisons made. Since the
development of a strong attachment bond is associated with successful re-
homing, the results have implications for new human adoptees.
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Speciation in Australian gall thrips.

Australian gall-thrips are a phytophagous insect group that parasitise Australian
Acacia trees by inducing galls and producing brood within the enclosed structure.
The Kladothrips rugosus species complex consists of up to 14 host-related
'races,'  and in nearly all cases, each 'race' induces a morphologically discrete
gall.  Current evidence suggests that these 'races' represent sibling species. Of
particular  interest are three known instances where each of two different 'races'
induces  different gall structures on the same host species. Several questions
emerge. Is the divergence between each race on the same host at a species
level?  Does speciation  occur by host shifting, cospeciation, sympatric
speciation, or a mixture of all these mechanisms? We used data from
microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA  markers to infer genetic divergence
between three pairs of these 'races' that each shares a different Acacia host
species.
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Natal and adult dispersal of hihi (Notiomystis cincta)

Natal and adult dispersal for a range of bird and mammal species has been
related to competition for limiting resources. For most territorial birds, females
disperse a greater distence than males. In the the New Zealand hihi average
dispersal distances for males and females are the same. The hihi, however, has
a highly variable mating system that is sensitive to resource distribution and
hence dispersal should change facultatively within the species. Evidence from six
years and 315 nesting records on Tiritiri Matangi Island are consistent with this.
For adults, however, the effect of changing partner is the dominant factor. Effects
of age, gender and previous nesting success will also be discussed.
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Navigational Strategies of the Central Australian Desert Ant,
Melophorus bagoti

Social hymenopterans employ several strategies to navigate, primarily in search
of food and then to get back home. Some navigational abilities of the
thermophilic ant Melophorus bagoti in the semiarid deserts of Central Australia
are discussed. These solitarily foraging ants have a sense of compass direction,
presumably from the perception of polarized skylight. In experimental plastic
channels open to the sky, they consistently underestimate the return distance
home for longer distances. Upon displacement from a feeder to an unfamiliar
area, the ants first head in the feeder-to-home direction for ~25% of the distance
to home, after which they switch to searching behaviour. Ants undershoot
probably because they rely more on landmarks for navigation.
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Blood-lust of an East African jumping spider, Evarcha culicivora

Evarcha culicivora is a small East African jumping spider that preys on
mosquitoes in preference to the far more numerous and similar looking midges in
the vicinity of Lake Victoria. The details of prey preference and the sensory
modalities whereby this spider distinguishes its preferred prey of blood-fed
female mosquitoes are described. In the absence of odour cues, E. culicivora
distinguishes blood-fed mosquitoes from non-mosquito prey, from male
mosquitoes and from unfed female mosquitoes, using eyes with a diameter of
only a few hundred microns. Furthermore, in prey-choice tests on the basis of
odour cues alone, E. culicivora prefers blood-fed female mosquitoes from other
prey. Young spiders of Evarcha culicivora have a further specialisation: they
prefer blood-fed females of the genus Anopheles, infamous as the vectors of
malaria. Despite their small size, these spiderlings are able to distinguish their
preferred prey using only visual cues.  Details concerning the cues these spiders
use to distinguish prey when looking at it were studied using 3D animation. It is
apparent that size and resting posture are important cues for distinguishing the
smaller Anopheles from larger non-anopheline mosquitoes, and that the
appearance of antennae, body shape and body colour are important cues when
distinguishing blood-fed female mosquitoes from other prey.
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Population genetic structure in the satin bowerbird may be influenced
by variation in vocal dialects

Reduced gene flow among populations can lead to the establishment
of genetic structuring over a species’ range.  One of the factors that may act to
reduce gene flow within avian species stems from differences in responsiveness
to regional variants of a species’ vocalisations.  This study examines the patterns
of genetic population structure in the satin bowerbird and relates this to the birds’
responses to different dialects of the call they use to advertise their display
bowers.  Patterns of genetic differentiation were derived from sequence data
from the mitochondrial ATPase6/8 genes, using five individuals from each of 16
populations encompassing the 3000km range of this species along the east
coast of Australia.  Most genetic variation was attributable to within-population
variation; however, a significant amount was also due to among-population
structuring.  Playbacks were performed on male bowerbirds, presenting them
with a local advertisement call, two advertisement calls from foreign dialects and
a control of background noise.  The two foreign calls were from dialects similar to
and very different from their local dialect.  Playbacks were done at three
populations in south-east Queensland.  Birds showed a strong response to their
local dialect with no or minimal response to either of the foreign dialects or the
control.  Given that the birds only respond to or recognise their local dialect, this
may have contributed in part to establishing the genetic population structuring
observed in this study. Future work will further investigate genetic structuring and
gene flow among populations using microsatellite markers.
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Sand lizards (Lacerta agilis): Evolutionary Biology of model species

I will start with a slightly philosophical introduction during which I plan to discuss
(i) what makes a good model species in times of increasing demands of
researchers addressing multidisciplinary questions, and (ii) to what extent we
select our results when we chose our models? I will then review some of our
work on the Swedish sand lizard (Lacerta agilis). In particular, I will target areas
where I believe it has been important to monitor aspects of behaviour and
genetic reproductive success in the wild and in the laboratory, simultaneously, to
look for consistency in challenging data, and increased resolution from using
captive populations. To exemplify such aspects, I use examples from evolution of
coloration (e.g., ‘cheater’ experiments in the lab and in the wild), female choice
on male genotypes (the Major Histicompatibility complex), post-copulatory
processes (e.g., role-specific sperm expenditure tactics), and sex allocation in a
genetics cost scenario (Haldane’s role in sex allocation).
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Using behaviour to inform restoration: declining woodland birds
in the Mt Lofty Ranges

The Mt Lofty Ranges (MLR) have been extensively cleared. Most reserves are
on poor soils with bird-pollinated plants flowering during winter and spring. When
Flowering wanes nectar-feeding birds move 10-100 km within the MLR searching
for food. Summer  and autumn resources have been disproportionately cleared
and so honeyeater populations decline, such that, come winter, their numbers
are inadequate to fully  service winter-flowering plants. These bird-plant systems
operate and need to be  managed at a regional scale, not the individual reserve
scale. Restoration should  put back summer and autumn resources. Based on
the amount of native vegetation that remains, 35-50 woodland bird species
will go extinct in the MLR. Ten species are already extinct and another 60
continue  to decline. Substantial areas of habitat need to be re-instated. Most
declining  birds have home ranges of 10-100 ha, setting minimum patch sizes.
Current revegetation is inadequate. Most are small (<1ha), linear plots, on poor
soils, and  consist of a few plant species planted in rows at very high densities.
Few declining  species use these habitats, except the extensive and more open
Monarto plantations.  Revegetation needs to change from putting plants in the
ground to building habitats. Knowledge of how birds use habitat can identify key
habitat features to include.  Building complex habitats will take hundreds of
years. In the interim the birds will  continue to decline. Behavioural studies can
help identify limiting factors and  threats that will vary from species to species
and can indicate the management  needed to conserve these birds.
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Active space of the Jacky dragon visual display: Response to the
tail flick is independent of orientation, but sensitive to distance

The Jacky dragon (Amphibolurus muricatus) visual display comprises
five distinct motor patterns delivered in an obligatory sequence, beginning with a
series of tail-flicks. To understand the  design of this signal, we have combined
computational analyses of the structure of signal and noise, with experimental
analyses of receiver response. In contrast to other communication systems, the
introductory tail-flick is characterised by reduced signal intensity (speed &
acceleration) but longer duration than subsequent motor patterns. Playback
experiments confirmed that increased duration is paramount to reliable detection,
although the movement need not be continuous. This can be explained in terms
of receiver behaviour, as intended receivers need also attend to suitable prey
and would-be predators. It may also confer lower costs to signallers, as it is more
suited to sustained signalling and less likely to compromise escape. An
alternative explanation, though not mutually exclusive, is that this display
component can be detected at greater distances and from many angles of view;
it has a larger active space. The active space of a signal defines the distance
over which a signal can be detected, and is determined by signal intensity, the
environment and sensory system capabilities of receivers. We speculate that
differential active space of display motor patterns may help to explain signal
design. Here we present the first of a series of experimental analyses of the
active space of the Jacky dragon visual display, examining response probabilities
of receivers to a tail-flick viewed from several angles and at different distances.
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Looking for ‘cryptic’ species:Male response to female silk in ant-
mimicking jumping spiders in India

Animal species commonly share their habitats with close relatives.
Because hybrids are often disadvantaged, reproductive isolation of species is the
rule. Females of many spiders communicate information of species and
reproductive state using chemical pheromones in their silk, both as the trail of
dragline silk left behind by individual spiders moving about and as retreats.
Species-specific communication through chemical and tactile cues that are
associated with female silk is important to male spiders in locating and
recognizing conspecific females. To determine whether five different tropical
sympatric and syntopic ant-mimicking jumping spiders were different species or
different morphs of a single species, responses of males to the retreat silks of
females were examined. Three distinctly different jumping spider forms -
Myrmarachne plataleiodes, a mimic of Camponotus compressus and a mimic
with Intermediate morphology seem to belong to same species as males of each
will court on retreats of each of the other forms. Additionally, females will accept
each male form as a mate. Two other forms, which mimic two different ants,
Camponotus serecius and Myrmicaria brunnea, each appears to be a distinct
species.
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When Breeding Early Is Costly:  Opposing Effects of Nest Predation
and Food Limitation on Timing of Successful Reproduction in
Wrentits (Chamaea fasciata)

Deciding when to nest in relation to food and predator-mediated processes can
affect nest success in birds.  In strongly seasonal environments, resource
conditions generally deteriorate as the breeding season progresses, and in most
cases earlier nesting is more productive. However, although nest predation is the
leading cause of nest failure in most passerines, relatively few studies have
examined the effect of nest predation on timing of reproduction.  Thus, we
simultaneously manipulated food and nest predation in a small songbird, the
Wrentit (Chamaea fasciata), to test the relative importance of these two factors in
timing successful reproduction.  As in many studies, nest initiation date was the
most important predictor of Wrentit nest success.  However, Wrentit nests started
early in the season were less successful than later nests because of the breeding
activities of Western Scrub-Jays (Aphelocoma californica), their principal nest
predator.  Wrentit nests started early in the scrub-jay's nesting cycle, particularly
when scrub-jays were nest building or egg laying, were much more likely to fail.
When we altered scrub-jay foraging behavior by supplemental feeding near their
nest sites, Wrentit pairs within supplemented scrub-jay territories experienced
significantly higher success rates.  Within years, supplemental food decreased
nest success early in the season when nest predation was high; late in the
season, food increased nest success by allowing Wrentits to renest until they
produced fledglings.  As a consequence, many pairs produce late-fledged young,
which in turn seems to have selected for prolonged parental care for these
young, particularly when environmental conditions are poor.
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Bioacoustics in Darwin’s Tree-finches: interactions between bill
morphology and song characteristics.

Extensive long-term studies on Darwin’s Ground-finches, Geospiza spp, have
shown that environmental variation (principally seed availability) profoundly
selects for bill morphology and this effect has high heritability (Grant 1999).
Bioacoustic research showed this variation in bill morphology strongly influences
the structure of males’ songs (Podos 2001). The Tree-finches, Camarynchus
spp, have not been studied despite having highly variable bill structure and
extremely variable songs. Females are known to select mates using cues from
bill dimensions and song structure, and given the high heritability of these
features there is likely to be strong directional sexual selection that may drive
hybridisation and speciation. This will be the first attempt to link the
environmental effects on morphology and call structure to reproductive success
and ultimately the outcomes of sexual selection and natural selection. This paper
presents the preliminary results of fieldwork in the Galapagos in February and
March 2004.
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Male courtship vigour: a cause or consequence of female receptivity?

There are many published studies in which females show greater receptivity in
the presence of males having vigorous courtship. Such studies typically take this
as evidence of female preference for vigorous males and speculate about
benefits accruing to females with such preferences. However, an obvious and
equally parsimonious alternative has received little attention. Perhaps males are
all similar to each other in capacity for vigorous courtship but simply tailor their
courtship vigour to match the apparent receptivity of each female encountered. In
trials with each male and each female used only once, it is not possible to
discriminate between these possibilities. We here report on trials in which each
male and female wolf spider was used in multiple trials to determine whether
males vary in  characteristic courtship vigour, whether females vary in
characteristic receptivity, whether male courtship vigour varies with female
encountered and whether female receptivity varies with male encountered. Such
an approach allows us to derive evidentiary correlations that help to elucidate
whether male courtship vigour is a cause or consequence of female receptivity.
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Context-dependent colony mate discrimination in the meat ant
(Iridomyrmex purpureus): ritualised displays versus lethal fighting.

Many animals resolve conflicts by displaying rather than physically fighting. Ritual
display enables individuals to asses each other’s strength without the costs of
actual fighting. Social insects (particularly ants), on the other hand, mainly stage
territorial combats in which vicious fighting takes place, frequently resulting in
death or injury to the participants. Non-ritual fighting may be more common in
social insects because there are different implications of lethal fighting. There is
reproductive division of labour in social insects, and the death of workers can be
viewed as an energy and/or labour debit, rather than a loss of opportunity to
reproduce. Nevertheless, ritualised fighting occurs in a few ants species.
Colonies of meat ants, for example, establish territories in which the boundaries
are lined by ritualised fighting workers. However, ritual fighting is not the rule for
meat ants; sometimes fights are fierce and result in injury or death. In this study, I
show that when two ants engage in vicious fighting, the territory-defending ant
takes the more offensive role in the fight.  However, this role is adopted by the
intruding ant when ritualised fights take place.  The fighting behaviour of the ants
was not influenced by the absolute or relative size of the combatants, nor by the
presence or absence of large, temporary food sources.
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The relation between flower displays and visual capacities of bees.

Pollination success critically depends on the distance from which pollinators
detect flowers. This distance is determined i) by pollinator’s visual capacity and ii)
by size and pattern of flower display. Many flowers are roughly centrally
symmetrical. When viewed through the low-resolution insect eyes, such flowers
often look like uniformly coloured disks surrounded by rings of a different colour.
To find out which features of flower patterns affect their detectability, we trained
honeybees to detect flower-like patterns.  Bees detect coloured stimuli using
predominantly an achromatic aspect of colour – its brightness. We found that
bees could detect dim disks surrounded by bright rings from a further distance
than bright disks surrounded by dim rings (Hempel de Ibarra, Giurfa, Vorobyev,
2001, J Com. Physiol. A, 187: 215-224).  To analyse flower patterns from a
pollinator perspective, we reconstructed views of flowers as seen through
the eyes of a honeybee. This analysis took into account the spectral sensitivity of
the honeybee photoreceptors and the optical resolution of their eyes. The
majority of flowers have a dim centre and a bright surrounding. Flowers having a
brighter centre had on average larger diameters. Our results indicate that the
patterns of the majority of flowers are optimised to increase the distance from
which they can be detected. Where flower patterns are not optimal for detection,
the detectability of flowers is improved by increasing their size.
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Movement patterns and microhabitat use of Burton’s legless lizard
(Lialis burtonis)

The Australian pygopodid Burton’s legless lizard (Lialis burtonis) has converged
strongly with snakes in both morphology and behaviour. Functionally limbless, it
ambushes prey (primarily skinks) that may be very large relative to itself.  As part
of an ongoing study of the species’ foraging ecology, I radiotracked 13 Lialis in
the Northern Territory’s Top End in August of last year.  Most lizards moved little
(an average of 4.9 metres/day) and were strongly associated with leaf litter.
Lizards spent the vast majority of their time, day and night, buried at various
depths in the litter; field-enclosure experiments in Sydney confirmed this habitat
preference.  Litter likely serves a number of Lialis’ purposes, insulating the lizard
from temperature extremes as well as concealing it from both predators and
prey.  Lialis’ sedentary habits, reliance on crypsis, and ability to tolerate a broad
range of temperatures provide further evidence of its convergence with ambush-
foraging snakes.
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Ontogenetic colour change in the damselfish Pomacentrus
amboinensis: Does the ocellus function as “intraspecific
camouflage”?

It has been hypothesised that the striking developmental colour changes often
seen in families of coral reef fish that include highly territorial species, function as
“intraspecific camouflage” allowing juveniles to go unrecognised as competitors
by adults. Ocelli or “eyespots” tend to be most common on juveniles that most
closely resemble conspecific adults, which again have been interpreted as a
mechanism of camouflaging species membership. The damselfish Pomacentrus
amboinensis was used to test the hypothesis that the ocellus present on the
posterior part of the dorsal fin of juveniles will protect juveniles from the attack of
adult male territory owners. In a dichotomous choice experiment, the aggressive
behaviour of 40 adult focus fish towards 40 pairs of size-matched juvenile and
adult conspecific “intruder” fish (20 female and 20 male pairs) was recorded.
Overall, the focus fish directed the same number of aggressive actions towards
adult and juvenile intruders (irrespective of gender), but spent significantly more
time attacking adult intruders (ANOVA, F1,38 = 4.859, p = 0.034). There were no
significant differences between the number of bites, bite duration or frequency of
fin erections towards adults and juveniles. However, the adult focus fish
presented their erected fins significantly longer to adult intruders, irrespective of
their gender (ANOVA, F1,38 = 5.583, p = 0.023). It is concluded that while
juvenile coloration does not completely protect juveniles from adult attack, it
influences at least one aspect of the adult agonistic behaviour as  erected fins
are presented to adult intruders significantly longer than to juveniles.
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Associations among the incubation environment, hatchling
phenotypes, and post-hatching survival in the fence lizard
(Sceloporus undulatus)

The environmental conditions that reptilian embryos experience during
development can influence phenotypes of hatchlings in ways that may affect their
fitness.  We investigated the influence of fluctuating moisture conditions during
incubation on phenotypes of hatchling fence lizards (Sceloporus undulatus), and
subsequently  we evaluated the relationship between phenotypes and survival.
Eggs from ten clutches were distributed among four incubation treatments which
differed in their patterns of fluctuation in substrate moisture.  After eggs hatched,
we measured body size, growth, running speed, antipredator behaviour, and
survival of all hatchlings.  Running speed was measured on an electronically-
timed racetrack, and antipredator behaviour was measured as a response to an
avian predator in the laboratory.  To measure survival under natural conditions,
all hatchlings (N=59) were uniquely marked and released at our field site in
Florida (USA) for a release/recapture study.  Fluctuations in incubation moisture
conditions had no effect on hatchling phenotypes or survival. Thus, treatments
were combined to evaluate overall relationships between phenotypes and
survival.  We found that most hatchlings (71%) froze in response to an avian
predator, but anti-predator behaviour was not associated with body size, running
speed, or survival in the field.  Body size, however, was the only trait related to
survival in the field; hatchlings that were recaptured were significantly larger at
their time of release than hatchlings that were never recaptured.  Overall, the
results of our study suggest that body size may be a better predictor of survival
than running speed or behaviour in response to avian predators.
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Factors influencing breeding patterns and reproductive success
in the threatened brush-tailed rock-wallaby, Petrogale penicillata.

The brush-tailed rock-wallaby (Petrogale penicillata) is currently under threat,
with population declines more extensive in the southern reaches of the species’
range. Agents responsible for declines exert their effect on the survival and
reproductive success of individuals. Conclusive studies assessing the
reproductive success of the brush-tailed rock-wallaby are lacking and very little is
known on the basic reproductive ecology of this species. This study aimed to 1)
provide information on patterns of reproduction of P. penicillata in the wild, 2)
assess factors that may contribute to the survival of pouch young (PY), and 3)
assess factors that may influence the reproductive performance of breeding
females. A wild colony of brush-tailed rock-wallabies was trapped between
October 2000 and April 2004. At each capture, body measurements were taken
and the reproductive status of females assessed. We found that most females
within the colony were breeding in synchrony, with a substantial birth peak
evident during autumn. The majority of PY exited the pouch during spring and
were weaned during summer and autumn when forage availability appeared to
be at its maximum. Those PY born during the autumn birth peak had a
substantially higher probability of surviving through to pouch emergence than
those born during spring. Only those females in good condition were breeding to
their full potential (approximately 40% of the females in the colony). Future work
may focus on assessing those factors influencing female condition and the low
probability of survival for those PY born during spring.
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How to chase wary wasps: Visual cues controlling target tracking in
satellite flies.

To understand the evolution of predator-prey or parasite-host interactions, it is
important to know, what information animals can use to guide their actions.
Female satellite flies (Sarcophagidae: Miltogramminae) are part of a “bonsai”
parasite-host system, which allows us to analyse the sensory cues involved in
host pursuit in quantitative detail (well, in principle at least). The flies track prey-
carrying solitary wasps (Cerceris sp., Sphecidae) back to their nest in the ground,
with the aim of depositing a larva on the prey during a brief moment, when it is
pulled into the nest by the wasp. We have reconstructed the flight paths of flies
and wasps to identify the information that allows flies to perform this
sophisticated task. We find that the flies have exquisite hovering flight control
allowing them to fly forward, backward and sideways with equal ease; they are
able to keep a constant distance from a wasp, regardless of whether they view
the wasp head on or from the side; the flies position themselves preferentially
behind the wasp and discriminate between a wasp that has landed and a wasp
that is entering its nest; the flies ignore even the most realistic dummies (an
ability which remains to be explained!). We discuss how flies measure distance,
how they control their gaze, how they decide on the moment to deposit their
larvae and in what sense their behaviour is designed to be stealthy.
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Sexual Selections: what we can and can’t learn about sex from
animals

Animal behavior is used for many purposes, including proving points about social
and cultural ideas.  This is particularly evident in topics surrounding sex and
gender, where biases about what males and females are “supposed” to be like
can affect both how we see and how we interpret the activities of non-humans.
Some examples of this bias include our use of males as model systems, our
views of aggression and dominance hierarchies, and the treatment of the role of
females in extra-pair copulations.  At the same time, championing a more
politically correct view of animals is equally dangerous.  Attempting to avoid
these biases, or at least having an awareness of them, can ultimately help us
gain a better understanding of animal behavior.
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Physiological Behavior of dehydrated camel (Camelus dromdarius)
under heat stress condition

Six camels were used to investigate the effect of dehydration on the
physiological behavior of dehydrated camel.  The experiment was performed
during the summer and the ambient temperature was 38.6oC and the relative
humidity was 40.0 %. Ten days prior to the initiation of the experiment, all camels
were surgically implanted intraperitoneally with telemetric temperature
transmitters for monitoring Tcore. The study lasted 4 weeks and was divided into
three periods: the first period of two weeks duration represented a preliminary
period. Measurements were taken during the third week, which is referred to as
the “control period”, and the fourth week, which is designated the “dehydration
period.” During the latter period, water was withheld for four days. Blood samples
were collected and glucose, total protein, albumin, Na+, K+, Ca2+, plasma
osmolality and packed cell volume (PCV) were determined.  Dehydration during
exposure to heat stress affected Tcore of these camels.  This effect was not
significant during the first 24h following water deprivation, but from 32h onward,
Tcore increased significantly until the termination of the study. The circadian
rhythm of the dehydrated camels revealed that Tcore could fluctuate only by
1.3oC.  This increase in Tcore during dehydration was associated with significant
increases in total protein, albumin, PCV, glucose and Na+ concentrations and
osmolality. Deprivation of water also affect the feeding behavour and activity.
These findings indicate that similar to other species of farm animals, camel is a
homeotherm, capable of maintaining its body temperature during dehydration
with relatively little daily fluctuations in Tcore.
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Can certain negative wildlife-human interactions be successfully
modeled as game theoretical contests?

Around the world, negative wildlife-human interaction appears to be on the rise.
Despite this, little available literature pertaining to the subject goes beyond a
descriptive approach, which, although informative, has only moderate scope for
improving understanding of interaction dynamics. Whilst the causes of such
interactions are widely debated the most commonly cited reasons are wildlife
habituation and food conditioning. Undoubtedly, both serve to exacerbate
negative interactions, though neither are necessarily explanations in themselves,
and the cause of an interaction may not inform about what happens during or
afterwards. This highlights the complexity of interaction processes, and the
importance of establishing the means to quantify them. One possible avenue lies
in game theory, as it provides an established method with which to model
interactions under the context of contests. But do wildlife-human interactions
actually constitute contests, and if so, how might parameters be derived that
capture the additional complexity arising when the 'contestants' are different
species, one of which is human? In addition, how would such parameters, and
the strategies of participants, change depending on whether animals (especially
large mammals such as terrestrial carnivores), see humans as prey, providers,
threats or competitors. These are just some of the questions that require
exploration in the search for ways to effectively model, and therefore better
manage negative wildlife-human interactions.
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Training a dog to detect tuatara for conservation.

Trained dogs have been used in New Zealand conservation for many years to
help locate, track, and capture a range of protected native species predominantly
birds), and we believe they could potentially be used to assist with the
conservation of many other species. The aims of this research are to determine if
dogs can detect New Zealand geckos in an experimental setting; if they can
differentiate between different sources of scent from geckos (i.e. scats and
skins); if they can discriminate between two selected species of gecko; and if
they can detect gecko scent that has been exposed in native bush for an
extended period of time. The study involves using dogs belonging to members of
local dog training clubs, and running a series of trials testing their abilities to
detect different gecko scents. A range of materials from the reptiles is presented
to the dogs: paper towels the geckos have been sitting on (containing gland
secretions), scats, and skins.Results indicate dogs can successfully detect New
Zealand gecko scent. The potential benefits of this research to the field of reptile
conservation could be significant. Using dogs to quickly establish gecko
presence in an area could substantially assist efforts to protect them.
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Control and Psychological Well-Being: An Investigation of the
Concept of Choice in Captive Apes

The concept of psychological well-being in captive primates has
become a contentious issue of late. Workers have struggled to define and
quantify psychological well-being, its promotion now being a compulsory
component of primate management in the USA. One possible contender to
reduce psychological discomfort in primates is the provisioning of control. Many
primates housed in laboratories and zoological collections are subject to
uncontrollable stress, a condition that has been empirically shown to lead
to learned helplessness. Learned helplessness is commonly used as a reliable
animal model for the study of depression in humans, suggesting that
uncontrollable stress could be a contributing factor in abnormal behaviours
seen in some institutions housing primates. Other studies involving
experiments where the subjects are able to exert control report improved
performance and mental and physical health benefits. This presentation will
outline the current literature on control in humans and animals and discuss
the proposed project to address the issues raised.
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A comparative study of the contractile cochlear frame in Australian
geckos, and its possible role in acoustic behaviour.

Gekkonoids possess the most advanced hearing among lizards. They are unique
within this reptile group by their ability to vocalize and communicate by voice.
Previously we have discovered a contractile component within the rigid cochlear
frame in the Asian gecko Teratoscincus scincus (Ganeshina and Vorobyev 2003,
J Comp Neurol 461:539-47). We have suggested that the contractile tissue could
evolve in geckos to adjust their unusual cochlear macro-mechanics to different
sounds or behavioral tasks. Here we show by means of light and electron
microscopy, that Australian species representing three major gekkonoid clades
(Diplodactylus granariensis and Nephrurus stellatus (diplodactilines), Gehyra
variegata (gekkonines) and Delma butleri (pygopods)) possess a muscle-like
tissue, which is similar to that in Teratoscincus scincus (gekkonines). It is
composed by tightly packed myocyte-like cells and supplied by blood capillaries.
The orientation of the myocyte-like cells and their intracellular filaments is
compatible with our hypothesis that the contractile tissue may affect tension in
basilar membrane and/or vestibular membrane. In Diplodactylus, Gehyra, Delma
and Teratoscincus, the muscle-like tissue forms a ribbon along the vestibular
membrane abneural limbus connection line. In contrast, in Nephrurus, the most
of this ribbon is replaced by a loose connective tissue, and the tightly packed
myocyte-like cells form only a relatively thin layer beneath the cochlear duct
epithelium. This result may indicate that different gekkonoid species vary in their
abilities to adjust cochlear macro-mechanics. Since the observed differences do
not correlate with phylogeny of gekkonoid lineages, we suggest that they may
reflect interspecific differences in acoustic behaviour.
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Deadly Invaders: what can Acacia galling thrips do?

Australian gall-inducing thrips are species/host specific insects that form parasitic
associations with native Australian Acacia. A solitary mated foundress induces a
hollow gall in which she is interred.  The gall provides the foundress and her
developing brood with protection from an arid environment and a superior food
resource - The inner surface of the gall is made up of modified cells that the
thrips pierce singly and suck out the contents.  The combination of shelter and
food that a gall provides is also attractive to non-galling insects such as other
Acacia thrips and various lepidopterans.  Species in the genus Koptothrips are
thought to be the most important selective force explaining the transition from
solitary to eusociality in the gall-inducers. Koptothrips invade the gall and kill the
foundress and drive out her brood.  Presumably, in the face of this deadly
invader evolved the soldier caste. Soldiers have greatly enlarged forelegs
employed for fighting Koptothrips. Soldiers can produce dispersing offspring, but
generally less than dispersing foundresses. Reproductive sacrifice made by
soldiers is correlated with the volume of the gall. Soldiers in species with smaller
galls compensate for the reduction in direct fitness by becoming better soldiers
and increasing gall longevity. Why did reduced gall size evolve remains a
conspicuous question. We propose that gall size and shape has evolved in
response to parasitic pressures as well, specifically by Koptothrips. In our poster
we describe the methodologies we intend to employ in order to measure current
selective pressure by gall parasites.
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Benefits of group living in an allodapine bee Brevineura elongata

Allodapine bees provide very substantial material for investigating the evolution
of sociality because of the wide variation in degrees of colony size and caste
differentiation. Several recent studies have shown that the allodapine bee genus
Brevineura exhibits a strong increase in per capita brood production (PCBP) in
social colonies compared to single female nests. However both species
previously examined, B.xanthoclypeata and B.froggatti, show relatively few multi-
female nests, which is puzzling considering the apparently high advantages of
group living. This study is the first to examine populations of a third species, B.
elongata. We found substantial benefits for group living involving increased
PCBP, and a greatly reduced likelihood of nests without brood. As expected from
these observations, we also found strongly female biased sex allocation.
Nevertheless only a small percentage of nests contained more than one adult
female, similar to other Brevineura species, raising a major puzzle of why
sociality is not more common in this species.  Solving this puzzle will throw light
on conditions that constrain sociality even when group living provides major
advantages.
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Anti-predator responses to snakes by Australian Magpies
(Gymnorhina tibicen).

Many birds are exposed to a wide variety of potential predators and their
responses to such threats are just as varied. The Australian magpie (Gymnorhina
tibicen) is a group living bird and is exposed to many threats, thus expected to
exhibit anti-predatory responses (such as alarm calling). In this study we
attempted to discover what, if any, anti-predator responses were exhibited by
magpies specifically in response to snakes. We also attempted to differentiate
between anti-predatory behaviours of adult and juvenile magpies. The magpies
were exposed to three stimuli; two of them were rubber snakes. These were
naturalistic enough in both their movements and overall appearance to mimic a
natural snake. One of the snakes had markings dull and inconspicuous, whilst
the other snake was colourful and attempted to recreate the snake described by
Brockie & Sorensen (1998). The third stimulus was a model of a conspecific and
was used as the control. There seemed to be no difference between the
behaviours exhibited by magpies in response to the two snake stimuli. The
reactions of the magpies to the snake stimuli varied, but the most common
reaction was to retreat. Several behaviours were scored and these results will be
presented in detail. There was a noticeable difference in behaviours between
adults and juveniles. Adults were quite cautious (retreat) while juveniles tended
to approach. The difference between the adult and juvenile responses may
suggest some learned behaviour for anti-predatory responses to snakes,
contrary to conclusions drawn by Brockie and Sorensen.
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If sperm do not mix can they still compete?

Traditional models of sperm competitions assume that the sperm of two or more
males are stored in a single storage organ (spermatheca) where sperm either
mixes completely or stays relatively separated in packages. The amount of
sperm, spermatheca morphology and male order can thus affect paternity.
Spiders provide an interesting twist to this: males have two intromittent organs
(pedipalps) and females have a bilateral copulatory duct, with two copulatory
openings leading to separate sperm ducts and spermathecae. If a female mates
with two males, sperm may be stored separately or together. Here, we
investigate male behaviour and sperm competition in the St Andrew’s Cross
spider, Argiope keyserlingi. Treatments were set up so that males copulated into
opposite or the same genital openings. Male courtship duration and behaviour
did not differ significantly between treatments. Normal copulatory behaviour was
observed in opposite side males. While all same side males inserted their
pedipalp into the female genital opening, they withdrew it before ejaculation could
occur, and terminated courtship behaviour. It may be that the first male had
broken off parts of the pedipalp thus blocking the second male from inseminating
into the same spermatheca, in which case, we predict a strong second male
advantage. Alternatively, the second male may have detected the presence of
sperm and chose to withdraw, in which case we predict a strong first male
advantage.
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Evolution of social parasitism: implications from obligate and
facultative parasites

Social parasitism is a phenomena in which cuckoos enter the nests of their host
species and insinuate themselves in to the social organization of the colonies.
Studies using allodapine bees are advantageous because social parasitism has
evolved at least eight separate times, which is more than any other social insect.
As such, these species can provide an example of ancient as well as recent
origins of social parasitism. Many cuckoos have lost the morphological
adaptations that are required to collect pollen, which has resulted in parasitism
being obligatory. Parasites such as these are found in Australia, with it believed
that the split between host and parasite has an ancient origin. In contrast, there
are some species of allodapine bees found in Madagascar which still contain the
adaptations required to collect pollen. It is thought that these species may have
recent origins and are facultative parasites, meaning they are able to survive
without their host species. To further investigate this, the host-parasite
relationships in species of bees from Madagascar and Australia will be
compared, to examine the differences in behavioural and morphological traits
between obligate and facultative parasites. The main focuses will be on the
social systems of the host species, the means by which the social parasites enter
these social systems and the impacts that parasitism has on the colonies of the
hosts. These areas will be examined through dissections and a series of
manipultions.
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